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ABSTRACT
Four cochlear implant users, having normal hearing
in the unimplanted ear, compared the pitches of
electrical and acoustic stimuli presented to the two
ears. Comparisons were between 1,031-pps pulse
trains and pure tones or between 12 and 25-pps
electric pulse trains and bandpass-filtered acoustic
pulse trains of the same rate. Three methods—pitch
adjustment, constant stimuli, and interleaved adaptive
procedures—were used. For all methods, we showed
that the results can be strongly influenced by non-
sensory biases arising from the range of acoustic
stimuli presented, and proposed a series of checks
that should be made to alert the experimenter to
those biases. We then showed that the results of
comparisons that survived these checks do not deviate
consistently from the predictions of a widely-used
cochlear frequency-to-place formula or of a computa-
tional cochlear model. We also demonstrate that
substantial range effects occur with other widely
used experimental methods, even for normal-hearing
listeners.
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INTRODUCTION
As more patients with residual hearing receive coch-
lear implants (CIs), there has been increasing interest
in the relationship between the neural excitation
produced by stimulating an electrode and that
produced by a given acoustic stimulus. Here, we study
a rare group of patients having completely normal
hearing in the unimplanted ear and investigate the
locus of excitation along the auditory nerve (AN)
array produced by electric and acoustic stimulation.
The results may be not only of scientific interest but
may also inform the fitting of CIs in cases where some
hearing persists in one ear.
Several studies have obtained frequency matches
between high-rate (typically 9700 pps) pulse trains
applied to a single electrode of a CI and pure tones
presented to a contralateral ear having some, usually
impaired, hearing. Two of these studies (Boëx et al.
2006; Dorman et al. 2007) found that the pure tone
matched to stimulation of a given electrode had a
frequency that was between one and two octaves lower
than Greenwood’s( 1990) formula relating cochlear
place to characteristic frequency (CF). A similar trend
was observed, at least for low-frequency tones, by
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(2008) found that with patients having normal or
near-normal hearing in the unimplanted ear, matches
did not deviate consistently from the predictions of
Greenwood’s formula.
A number of important issues should be consid-
ered when interpreting acoustic-electric pitch com-
parisons. First, in most studies, patients have had some
experience of listening simultaneously through their
implanted and unimplanted ears, prior to testing, so
acclimatization to the frequency-to-place map of the
patient’s CI may influence the results (Reiss et al.
2007; McDermott et al. 2009). Second, most patients
have significant hearing loss in the unimplanted ear,
which probably damaged the outer hair cells (OHCs)
and produced a basalward shift in the peak of the
traveling wave (e.g., Liberman 1984; see McFadden
1986, for a review), again affecting the matched pitch.
Third, pitch is influenced not only by place-of-
excitation cues but also by phase locking in the AN
(Burns and Viemeister 1981; Pijl and Schwarz 1995;
Carlyon 1997; Zeng 2002). Although phase locking
probably influences pitch in normal hearing (“NH”)
for frequencies up to at least 2,000 Hz (Moore 1973;
Hartmann et al. 1990;M e d d i sa n dH e w i t t1991;
Micheyl et al. 1998), the pitch of electric pulse trains
often increases with pulse rate only up to a few
hundred pps (Shannon 1983; Townshend et al. 1987;
McKay et al. 2000). This difference in temporal cues
could therefore influence electro-acoustic pitch
matches, and may be one reason why high-rate electric
pulse trains sound qualitatively different from pure
tones (McDermott and Sucher 2006). Finally, and most
importantly, we shall argue that pitch matches between
sounds in the two ears that have different perceptual
qualities, as is the case with electric-acoustic pitch
matches, are highly susceptible to non-sensory biases
that can distort the results obtained.
Here, we report electro-acoustic matches from
patients having normal hearing in the non-implanted
ear, thereby eliminating effects related to OHC
damage. For all patients, a subset of matches were
obtained either before they had listened simultane-
ously to sounds through their implanted and non-
implanted ear, and/or after several months where no
such simultaneous electric-acoustic listening occurred.
Although we did not systematically study the effects of
listening experience, this allowed us to obtain some
“natural” matches uncontaminated by acclimatization
to a particular map. Furthermore, we describe compar-
isons between low-rate electric and acoustic pulse trains
which, we argue, are likely to have produced similar
temporal patterns of responses in each ear. We show
that, even under such conditions, electro-acoustic
matches are susceptible to non-sensory biases and
describe some checks that should be performed to test
for the presence of such biases. All subjects showed
somematchesthatfailedthesechecks,but,forthreeout
of the four tested, there were also one or more that
passed. We then compared these successful matches to
the predictions of Greenwood’s formula and of a
computational model of the implanted cochlea (Frijns
et al. 2001; Briaire and Frijns 2005). Finally, in the
Appendix, we demonstrate that non-sensory biases
occur even in NH subjects when comparing percep-
tually different sounds in the two ears, thereby suggest-
ing that such biases are ubiquitous, and underlining the
need to check for such biases when studying clinical
populations.
EXPERIMENT 1
Methods
Subjects
Here we report results obtained from four subjects, all
of whom were implanted with the Advanced Bionics
HiRes90k device (Table 1). They were implanted as
part of a study, which is still ongoing, whose primary
aim was to evaluate the usefulness of CIs as a means
for alleviating tinnitus (Dauman et al. 2009). Two of
them, B1 and B2, were implanted at the Hôpital
Pellegrin in Bordeaux, France. Two others, C1 and C2,
were implanted at the Addenbrookes NHS Hospital
Trust in Cambridge, England. The design of the
Tinnitus Study was that patients would spend 3 months
in each of two conditions: (1) either listening “nor-
mally” through the microphone of their implant
(“speech mode”), or (2) with the microphone disabled
but with the opportunity to listen to some sounds
recorded on an mp3 player and presented through
the auxiliary input of their CI. There was a 2-week
“washout” period between the two parts of the study.
The condition order was counterbalanced across sub-
jects. All subjects had thresholds below 20 dB HL at all
audiometric frequencies.
Stimuli
Acoustic stimuli, presented to the normal-hearing ear
of each subject, were either pure tones or filtered
TABLE 1
Details of the implanted subjects who took part in the study
Subject Age Deafness duration (year) Aetiology
B1 32 1 Idiopathic SNHL
B2 37 3 Idiopathic SNHL
C1 21 2 Mumps
C2 49 2.5 Idiopathic SNHL
SNHL sensori-neural hearing loss
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summed in alternating sine-cosine phase, and with a
fundamental frequency (F0) of either 6 or 12.5 Hz.
Such stimuli resemble pulse trains in which the pulse
repetition rate is equal to twice the F0 (i.e., 12 or
25 pps; Patterson 1987; Shackleton and Carlyon 1994)
1.
These low rates were chosen to be below the lower limit
of temporal pitch (Krumbholz et al. 2000), thereby
minimising any systematic influences of phase locking
on the matches obtained. Furthermore, we reasoned
that AN fibers would, in both electric and acoustic
stimulation, be likely to firewhenand only whena pulse
occurred, thereby producing similar temporal codes in
each ear. The amplitudes of the nine components
closest to the filter CF were equal and component
amplitude decreased at a rate of 48 dB/octave outside
that passband. For both the pure tones and filtered
complexes, a large number of stimuli, with (center)
frequencies ranging from 250 to 9,944 Hz, in steps of
2%, were generated in advance and stored as waveform
files on a laptop computer. The duration of each
waveform file was 500 ms, including 10-ms linear ramps.
ThestimuliwerepresentedviaanEdirolUA-25external
sound card and one earpiece of a Sennheiser HD650
headset.
Electric stimuli were 12, 25, or 1,031-pps cathodic-
first biphasic pulse trains presented in monopolar
mode to one electrode. The phase duration was 32 μs,
and the duration of each pulse train was 500 ms, the
same as for the acoustic stimuli. Pulse trains were
checked using a test implant and a digital storage
oscilloscope. Both the acoustic and electric stimuli
were presented using the APEX software interface
(Laneau et al. 2005), which, in the case of electric
stimulation, was modified from the publicly available
version to incorporate the “BEDCS” research platform
provided by Advanced Bionics.
Procedure
Two methods were used to ensure that, in the main
part of the experiment, loudness was approximately
constant as a function of center frequency. For the
pulse trains, four subjects having normal hearing in
both ears were asked to loudness balance twelve
25-pps bandpass filtered pulse trains centered on
different frequencies (250; 375; 500; 750; 1,000;
1,500; 2,000; 3,000; 4,000; 6,000; 8,000; and
10,000 Hz). The level of the 10,000-Hz pulse train
was set to 80 dB SPL and was used as the reference to
balance the 8,000-Hz stimulus. The 8,000-Hz stimulus
was then set to the averaged level of four adjustments
and the 10,000-Hz stimulus was loudness balanced to
it to correct for possible bias due to the order of
presentation. For each loudness balance, the level of
the adjustable sound could be adjusted for the next
trial in steps of ±1, 2, or 6 dB by clicking on “virtual”
buttons on the computer screen. Once the level for
the 8,000-Hz stimulus was obtained, it was used as a
reference to balance the 6,000-Hz stimulus, and so on
until the 250-Hz stimulus was adjusted. The waveform
files were then scaled appropriately for use by patients
in the main part of the experiment by logarithmic
interpolation of the levels found in the loudness
balancing preliminary experiment. For the pure
tones, we used the loudness model described by
Moore and Glasberg (1996) to equate loudness across
frequency.
For each subject, a set of electrodes spanning the
electrode array was arbitrarily selected, with the
constraint that they did not have abnormally high
impedances and that an analysis of the computed
tomography (CT) scans confirmed they were located
inside the cochlea. Current levels corresponding to
the upper limits of comfort were determined for each
electrode, and each electric stimulus was then loud-
ness balanced to a corresponding acoustic sound
whose frequency or filter CF was as predicted by CT
scan analysis using a cochlear model that we will
describe below. The initial set of loudness-balanced
acoustic stimuli was set to 70 dB SPL at 1,000 Hz. If
this level was too high for subjects to adjust the
loudness of the electric pulse train below their upper
limit of comfort, it was decreased; the minimum level
at 1,000 Hz used was 55 dB SPL for subject B1.
For the main part of the experiment, a number of
different methods were used. The aim was not to
perform a formal comparison of the different methods,
but rather to try different methods for each subject in
an attempt to minimise non-sensory effects. A further
reason for this approach was that the matches
obtained soon after implantation were used to inform
the frequency-to-electrode map that the patient was
fitted with; those maps usually involved a compromise
between an appropriate pitch match and the desire
not to drop too much low-frequency information. For
each method, we alternated between obtaining meas-
urements with two different electrodes and/or stimuli
(pure tone vs. pulse trains), in order to minimise the
possibility of the subject basing responses on the
memory of the previous measure. Trials always con-
sisted of a comparison between either a 1,031-pps
pulse train and a pure tone, or of a 12- or 25-pps
electric pulse train and an acoustic pulse train of the
same rate.
1 We initially used a pulse rate of 25 pps because we expected this
rate to be slow enough to produce a pulsatile percept, and because
this prediction was confirmed by a unilaterally deaf CI patient with
whom we performed some pilot testing, and whose data are not
presented here. However, subject C1 reported that the 25 pps pulse
rate sounded fairly continuous and so we reduced the rate to 12 pps
for her and for subsequently tested patients. The lower rate did
indeed sound pulsatile for all subjects and electrodes.
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In each trial, the subject was presented with an
acoustic and an electric stimulus in random order
and asked to indicate which had the higher pitch. In
each block of trials, the electric pulse train was
always the same, and the acoustic stimulus was
selected from one of seven or eight stimuli spanning
a wide (1.5-2 octave) range in equal logarithmic
steps. Ten trials per point were completed for each
block, and the subject was then tested on another
stimulus. The two stimuli were then tested again but
withadifferentrangeofacousticstimuli.Thedifference
in center frequencies between the two ranges was
0.86 octaves for all subjects except B1, for whom it was
0.89 octaves. An exception to this was for electrode
12—the most basal electrode tested—where the range
difference was reduced to 0.4 octaves in order to avoid
exceeding the range of center frequencies in our wave
files. This procedure was then repeated until a total of
30 trials per point had been completed for each
combination of range and stimulus. The point of
subjective equality (PSE), corresponding to the 50%
point on the psychometric function, was determined by
probit analysis (SPSS, 2008).
For one subject, C1, a set of additional measures
was obtained with the level of the acoustic stimuli
reduced by 25 dB, and with the level of the electric
stimuli re-balanced in loudness to them. For each
electrode tested, we measured a psychometric function
with 10 trials/point with the reduced level, alternating
with blocks at the original higher level, in the following
order: (low level, range 1)—(high level,range 2)—(low
level, range 2)—(high level, range 1). This was then
repeated twice more in the same order to give 30 trials
per point.
Interleaved adaptive procedures
In each trial, subjects were presented with an electric
and an acoustic stimulus and asked to judge which was
higher in pitch. Each block of trials consisted of two
interleaved adaptive procedures ("tracks": Jesteadt
1980), which converged on points where the acoustic
stimulus was judged higher than the electric stimulus
on 29% and 71% of trials, respectively. The PSE was
estimated from the geometric means of these two
values. The initial (center) frequencies of the acoustic
stimuli used for the two tracks differed by 2 octaves.
For both tracks, the change from increasing to
decreasing frequency or vice versa was called a turn-
point, and the procedure ended after eight turn-
points. The acoustic frequency step size was reduced
from 22% to 8% after four turnpoints. The value for
each track was estimated from the geometric mean of
the last six turnpoints. The probability of presenting
the upper or the lower track on a given trial was
initially 50%. In order to reduce the chances of one
track ending long before the other, this probability
was then adjusted as follows. If one track was two
turnpoints ahead of the other, its probability of
presentation switched to 40% (and 60% for the “late”
track). Similarly, if one was four turnpoints ahead, its
probability switched to 20% (and 80% for the late
track). When both tracks were completed, the proce-
dure was repeated for another condition. These two
conditions were then repeated but with the starting
values for the two procedures shifted by 0.86 octaves
(0.4 octaves for electrode 12). The whole procedure
was repeated until the subject had completed three
sets of adaptive procedures for each set of starting
values.
Pitch matching by adjustment
In each trial of each pitch-matching run, the subject
was presented with an electric pulse train followed,
500 ms later, by an acoustic stimulus presented to the
other ear. The (center) frequency of the acoustic
stimulus to be presented on the next trial could then
be adjusted by a factor of 2%, 8%, or 37% up or down
by clicking on one of six virtual buttons on a
computer screen, labelled “+++”, “++”, “+”, “-”, “-- ”,
and “--- ”, respectively. The subject was encouraged to
“bracket” the match, and, when satisfied, could end
the run by pressing a seventh button. Eight matches
were obtained for each condition, and the starting
frequencies used for each match were selected at
random; the range of values used for a given
condition varied between one and 2 octaves. The
criteria for choosing the center of this initial range
differed across subjects: for B1 and B2 it was equal to
that of a sound that gave roughly the same pitch as
the electric stimulus, based on informal observations.
This is similar to the approach of choosing the range
of acoustic sounds that has been adopted for several
measurement techniques in previous studies (Boëx
et al. 2006; Dorman et al. 2007). For C1 and C2, the
center of the range was chosen either from the results
obtained previously with the method of constant
stimuli, or from the predictions of our computational
model of the cochlea.
Determination of each subject’s tonotopy
For all subjects a pre- and postoperative multidetector
CT scan was obtained using the parameters given by
Verbist et al. (2005; 2008). These scans were used to
estimate the frequency alignment of each individual’s
electrode array, as computed with a computational
model of the implanted cochlea (Frijns et al. 2001;
Briaire and Frijns 2005), developed at the University
of Leiden in the Netherlands. Patient-specific
computational models were created by matching the
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two basic cochlear shapes. These basic shapes were
constructed from histological cross sections. The
resulting 3D electrical volume conduction model was
combined with an active model of the cochlear nerve.
The trajectories of the modeled fibres were defined
using data from Stakhovskaya et al. (2007).
The location of the most lateral point of the
horizontal semicircular canal was used as a reference
point for determining cochlear angles in the model,
by assuming the round window was located 34.6º from
the line between that point and the central axis of the
cochlea (Verbist et al. 2010). Next, a realistic model
of the Clarion HiFocus electrode array was posi-
tioned in the scala tympani of the individualized
cochlea model corresponding with the contact
locations from the post-operative CT scan. The
locations of the electrode contacts along the basilar
membrane of the model were determined to find
their corresponding pitch as predicted by the
Greenwood map (Greenwood 1990).
Using both the volume conduction model and the
active nerve fibre model with this patient-specific
geometry, the excitation pattern (EP) of each
inserted electrode contact was calculated. Current
levels were set to excite the fibres along 4 mm of the
basilar membrane, as this is assumed to correspond
to MCL (Briaire and Frijns 2006). The predicted
pitch was determined by the peripheral ending
along the BM of the fiber at the spatial centre of
gravity of the EP.
Results
Reliability of matches
In this subsection, we consider the reliability of the
pitch comparisons obtained by the various methods,
and describe some checks that should be performed
when interpreting such measures. The interpretation
of matches that pass these checks will be discussed in
the next section.
Method of constant stimuli
Figure 1A shows psychometric functions obtained for
pitch comparisons between a 1,031-pps pulse train
and a pure tone (triangles) and between 25 pps
electric and acoustic pulse trains (circles), for
patient B1, electrode 6. The two curves on the left,
joined by dotted lines, show the data obtained when
the (center) frequencies of the acoustic stimuli
ranged from 686 to 2,252 Hz. The curves are
monotonic, span a wide range of values on the
abscissa, and are similar for the two stimulus types.
PSEs, estimated from probit analysis, were 1,565 and
1,536 Hz, respectively. However, when the same
electric stimuli were compared to a range of
acoustic sounds that was 0.86 octaves higher, the
psychometric functions shifted markedly, as shown
by the solid lines, and the PSEs increased to 2,164
and 2,516 Hz, respectively. Hence, in these condi-
tions, the PSEs obtained depended strongly on the
range of acoustic stimuli used. Where this occurred,
it is hard to rule out the possibility that the subject
largely ignored the electric stimuli, and simply
judged each acoustic stimulus as “higher” whenever
it was towards the top of the range of acoustic
stimuli presented in that block of trials. An essential
check is that psychometric functions are obtained
with more than one range of acoustic stimuli, and
that the results obtained with the two ranges are
compared. Here, we adopt the arbitrary criterion
that a match is reliable if the PSEs obtained with two
different ranges differ by less than half the differ-
ence in the center frequencies of the two ranges. An
example of a reliable measurement is shown in
Figure 1B, for 12-pps pulse trains on electrode 1 for
FIG. 1. Part A shows psychometric functions obtained by subject
B1 on electrode 6. Data obtained with a 25-pps pulse train in each
ear and with a 1,031-pps pulse train vs. a pure tone are shown by
circles and triangles, respectively. Psychometric functions measured
using the lower and higher ranges of acoustic stimuli are shown by
dotted and solid lines, respectively. Part B shows functions obtained
for 12-pps pulse trains presented to subject C1’s electrode 1.
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Interleaved adaptive tracks
The results obtained with this procedure also showed
that some, but not all, matches were influenced by the
experimenter’s choice of acoustic stimuli. An example
comes from patient C1, for 12-pps pulse trains
presented to electrode 3. When the initial frequencies
for the lower and upper adaptive tracks were 350 and
1,400 Hz, respectively, they converged to 1,120 and
1,260 Hz. The PSE, estimated from the geometric
mean of these two values, was 1,229 Hz. However,
when these two values were shifted upwards by
0.86 octaves, the PSE increased substantially by
0.55 octaves to 1,805 Hz. In contrast, the same patient
tested on electrode 1 showed only a 0.15-octave
change in the PSE when the starting frequencies were
shifted by 0.86 octaves. As in the previous subsection, we
adopt the criterion of reliability that the PSE should not
shift by more than half the shift in starting values.
Pitch matching by adjustment
Figure 2A shows pitch matches obtained on electrode
9 for patient B2, prior to activation of her microphone
input. Matches were alternated between a 25-pps
pulse train in each ear and between a 1,031-pps
electric pulse train and a pure tone. The eight
matches in each condition were obtained using a
1 octave range of starting frequencies centered on
2,160 Hz. The matches were 2,280 and 2,413 Hz,
respectively, in the two conditions. However, further
inspection of the data revealed that the match
obtained on any one trial correlated strongly with
the starting frequency used for that trial, as shown in
Figure 2B; this correlation was 0.81 and 0.90 in the
two conditions, respectively. Essentially, the subject
could have obtained these data by ignoring the
electric stimuli and simply adjusting the acoustic
sound to a frequency close to that at the start of each
run. Hence, one check for data obtained from pitch
matches is that there should be no significant
correlation between the starting frequency and final
match across runs. Another requirement is that a
sufficiently wide range of starting frequencies is used,
and that the matches obtained converge onto a
smaller range than that of the starting frequencies.
In this article, we adopt the criterion that the standard
deviation of the final matches should be significantly
smaller (pG0.05) than that of the initial starting
frequencies.
An example of a reliable match occurred when
subject C1 matched a 12-pps acoustic pulse train to
an electric pulse train of the same rate on electrode
10, the standard deviation of the matches was
0.24 octaves—substantially smaller than that of the
FIG. 2. A Average pitch adjustments, together with 95% confidence
limits made by subject B2 for electrode 9. Results obtained with 25-pps
pulse trains in each ear are shown by the open circle; those obtained
with a pure tone and a 1,031-pps pulse train are shown by the filled
triangle. The range of starting frequencies is shown by the vertical
bar. Part B shows the correlation between final match and starting
frequency for the data shown in part A. Part C shows a similar
correlation obtained by subject C1 on electrode 10 with a 12-pps
pulse train in each ear.
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them was negative and non-significant (Fig. 2C).
Generalizability of non-sensory biases
The results described so far indicate that non-sensory
biases can have a substantial effect on pitch matches
obtained using a wide range of techniques. An
important issue is whether such biases are specific
to our patient population and/or to the choice of
methods used here. This issue is addressed in the
Appendix, where we show that biases occur for two
other methods that have been used previously, and
do so even in NH listeners when comparing
qualitatively different sounds presented to different
ears.
The remainder of the main part of this article
concerns the matches that passed the reliability
criteria described in the previous section. Such
successful matches were obtained for subjects B1,
C1, and C2. We focus on matches obtained with low-
rate pulse trains in each ear. Complete data are
provided in Tables 2, 3, and 4 for reference.
Changes over time and across methods
For subjects C1 and C2, there were instances where
reliable matches were obtained for the same stimuli
and electrodes at different stages of the experiment,
and, sometimes, with different methods. Such instan-
ces are shown in the five panels of Fig. 3, with
progressively later measures obtained for each subject
and condition plotted further to the right of each
panel; the different symbols refer to the different
methods used, as shown by the legend in the bottom
right of the figure. In three cases—electrode 1 for
subject C1 and electrodes 8 and 10 for subject C2—
the range of matches obtained is less than 0.2 octaves.
In the case of subject C1 and electrode 1, this is quite
remarkable given that the measures were obtained
over a period of 15 months using three different
measures. Indeed, the largest variation observed for
any subject and electrode was 0.3 octaves, suggesting
that the results obtained here were reasonably stable
over time and across methods.
In the light of suggestions that everyday experience
can influence electric-acoustic pitch matches, it is
interesting to compare the matches obtained for each
electrode with the frequencies to which that electrode
was mapped in the subject’s clinical processor, in the
period immediately prior to each measurement. For
subject C1, the points labelled “S” were obtained after
3 months in speech mode, using a standard clinical
map and where electrodes 1 and 10 were mapped to
center frequencies of 432 and 2,134 Hz, respectively.
The points labelled “SW” and “SWM” were obtained
after the washout and “mp3” stages, respectively,
during which times the patient did not hear any
sounds simultaneously through both ears. The meas-
ures labelled “Post”, “Post3”,a n d“Post4” were
obtained 3, 6, and 12 months after the end of the
study, again using a clinical map. It can be seen that
the matches on both electrodes were generally con-
stant throughout this period, and were much higher
than the patient experienced in everyday life. For
patient C2, the only instance where she had listened
to sounds simultaneously through the two ears was at
time “MWS” for electrode 4. At this point, she had
been listening for 3 months using an experimental
map in which electrode 4 was mapped to 1,285 Hz.
This was lower than the matches obtained, and, if
anything, the matches had shifted up after exposure
to the speech mode of the study. We therefore
conclude that the matches obtained here were not
strongly affected by experience. This is fortunate
because the primary aim of this study is to compare
the place of excitation produced by acoustic and
electric stimuli, unconfounded by the listener accli-
matizing to any mismatch. We should stress, however,
that this does not mean that acclimatization would not
occur in patients without normal hearing in the
unimplanted ear.
Effects of level on the matches obtained
The 12 and 25-pps pulse trains used here were
presented at a higher level per pulse than would
normally occur in a cochlear implant speech-processing
strategy using higher pulse rates. It is therefore interest-
ing to observe whether the matches obtained here
strongly depended on signal level. Matches were there-
fore obtained for subject C1 at the original level and
with the acoustic 12-pps pulse trains attenuated by
25 dB, using the method of constant stimuli, for
electrodes 1 and 10. When the 12-pps electric stimuli
werere-balanced to these lower levels, the current levels
were reduced from −8.5 to −9.9 dB and from −4.8 to
−6.2 dB re 1 mA, respectively. These measures were
obtained approximately 6 months after the end of the
tinnitus treatment trial, during which time the subject
had been listening through her implant in “speech”
modeon adailybasis.Forelectrode1,thematcheswere
very similar (1,029 and 1,071 Hz). This was also true for
electrode 10 (4,437 vs. 4,579 Hz), although in this case
the measures obtained at the quieter level failed to pass
our check for range effects. We therefore conclude that
there is no evidence for strong effects of stimulus level
on the matches obtained.
Comparison of reliable results to predictions based
on cochlear place
The three panels of Figure 4 show the data of the
three subjects—B1, C1, and C2—for whom reliable
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Those matches are plotted using a solid square when
based on the geometric mean of more than one
reliable match, and by an open symbol when based on
a single measure, with the shape of the symbol
indicating the particular method used.
The dashed and solid lines in Figure 4 show the
predicted frequency-to-place functions derived from
Greenwood’s formula and the Leiden model, respec-
tively. The dotted lines show frequencies that are
half an octave above and below the Greenwood
function. It can be seen that the two curves are quite
similar, the most consistent difference being a
tendency for the Leiden model to predict slightly
lower frequencies, at least for the more apical
electrodes. For subject C1, two scans were obtained.
The first was obtained shortly after implantation and
before switch-on, and is shown by the thick gray line.
The second was obtained 12 months after the end of
the tinnitus study, and is shown by the dashed and
solid black lines. It can be seen that these two curves
differ substantially, due to the electrode array having
TABLE 2
Results of pitch matches
Subject Condition Time Start (Hz),
Range (oct)
Mean
(Hz)
s.d start
(oct)
s.d (oct) Correl
B1 E6, 25 Pre 966, 1 1239 0.76 0.49 0.23
E6, 1031 Pre 966, 1 1034 0.76 0.29 0.86
E9, 25 Pre 1589, 1 1749 0.68 0.27 0.48
E9, 1031 Pre 1589, 1 1874 0.68 0.36 -0.03
B2 E9, 25 Pre 2160, 1 2279 0.39 0.25 0.81
E9, 1031 Pre 2160, 1 2143 0.39 0.29 0.90
C1 E6, 25 Pre 1941, 1.1 1698 0.33 0.41` 0.64
E9,25 Pre 1941, 1.1 3346 0.33 0.78 0.25
E1, 1031 Pre 544. 1.3 537 0.46 0.34 0.65
E3, 1031 Pre 804, 1.3 910 0.46 0.03 0.35
E1, 12 swm 942, 1.9 975 0.62 0.06 0.30
E10, 12 swm 4160, 1.9 5338 0.62 0.24 -0.29
E1, 1031 swm 942, 1.9  783 0.62 0.48 0.49
E10, 1031 swm 4160, 1.9 4272 0.62 0.50 0.89
C2 E6, 12 Pre 2000, 2 1300 0.70 0.43 0.80
E10, 12 Pre 6365, 2 2573 0.70 0.93 0.93
Conditions are abbreviated by the electrode number followed by the pulse rate of the electric pulse train. Conditions that were run together are enclosed in a solid
box in the second column. “Time”, in this and Tables 3 and 4 refer to the experience of the listener prior to the measures being obtained: Pre at the start of the tinnitus
study, prior to any microphone or mp3 input. Post after all stages of the tinnitus study, and after some additional period of listening in “speech” mode (i.e., through the
microphone input). Other abbreviations refer to the phases of the tinnitus study, in the order completed before the measures, where m after listening through mp3
player via auxiliary input, w washout period (speech processor removed), and s speech mode (microphone activated). The column labelled “start” shows the
geometric mean of the range of starting frequencies used for each match, followed by the range in octaves. The next three columns show the mean match in Hz and
the SD’s in oct of the start frequencies and of the final matches. The last column shows the correlation between the start and final frequency Conditions where the SD
of the matches was significantly less than that of the start values, and where the correlation between match and start value was insignificant, are shown in bold
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Results of constant-stimuli measures
Subj. Cond Time Range 1 (Hz) PSE (1),
Hz
PSE (2),
Hz
Δ PSE
(Oct.)
PSE,
Hz
B1 E6, 1031 Pre 686-2252 1565 2164 0.47 1840
E6, 25 Pre 686-2252 1536 2516 0.71 1966
B2 E3, 25 post 552-2208 1790 2710 0.60 2202
E9, 25 post 1219-4875 3983 5574 0.48 4712
C1 E3, 12 s 350-1400 1087 1526 0.49 1288
E10, 12 s 1104-4415 3650 4905 0.42 4231
E1, 12 s 260-1040 917 1090 0.25 1000
E6, 12 s 758-3031 2208 3844 0.80 2913
E1, 12 sw 260-1040 918 968 0.07 943
E10, 12 sw 1104-4415 3996 4842 0.28 4399
E3, 12 swm 350-1400 1081 1379 0.35 1221
E8, 12 swm 1104-4415 3805 4539 0.25 4156
E1, 12 post3 317-1288 937 1225 0.39 1071
E1, 12Q post3 317-1288 957 1106 0.21 1029
E10, 12 post3 1346-5382 4124 5085 0.30 4579
E10, 12Q post3 1346-5382 3656 5383 0.56 4437
E1, 12 post4 260-1040 939 1021 0.12 980
E10, 12 post4 1104-4415 3946 4568 0.21 4246
C2 E6, 12 Pre 743-2971 1893 1736 -0.12 1813
E10, 12 Pre 1373-5490 3334 4591 0.46 3912
E4, 12 mws 552-2208 1431 1704 0.26 1562
E12, 12 mws 1884-7536 4350 5544 0.35 4911
Conditions are abbreviated by the electrode number followed by the pulse rate of the electric pulse train. “Time” refers to when the measures were obtained:
abbreviations are described in the legend to Table 2. “Post3” and “Post4” refer to measurements obtained approximately 6 and 12 months after the end of the “mp3”
arm of the tinnitus study. “Q” after the name of the condition describes results obtained at a lower acoustic and electric level. Range 1 shows maximum and minimum
acoustic frequencies in the lower range; range 2 was always 0.86 oct higher except for B1 (0.89 oct) or for electrode 12 (0.4 oct). PSE is the point of subjective
equality, shown separately for the two ranges; and the difference between these values, in octaves, is given in the next column. Matches where this difference was
less than half the range difference (i.e., 0.43 oct) are shown in bold. The last column shows the (geometric) mean PSE
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second CT scan was that the pitch matches fell
above the predictions based on the initial scan, and
because we could not think of a reason for this
discrepancy. We choose to compare the matches to
the results of the second scan, for the following
reasons (a) matches on electrodes 1 and 10,
obtained at time “Post4” (Fig. 3), were consistent
with those obtained previously throughout the study,
and were obtained on the same day as the second
scan, and (b) an analysis of the routine clinical
measurements obtained with subject C2 revealed an
increase in impedance for electrode 16 three months
before the end of the speech phase—i.e., 3 months
before the earliest measurements in Figure 3 for that
subject. This was accompanied by an increase in
threshold levels for electrodes 15 and 16 relative to
the other electrodes, and is consistent with the
TABLE 4
Results of interleaved adaptive procedures
Subj. Cond Time Range 1 Start
freqs (Hz)
PSE (1)
Hz
PSE (2)
Hz
Δ PSE 
(Oct)
PSE
Hz
C1 E1, 12 post 261, 1040 900 1002 0.15 950
E3, 12 post 350-1400 1229 1805 0.55 1490
E1, 1031 post 261, 1040 906 1045 0.21 973
E10, 12 post 1104, 4415 5064 5475 0.11 5265
E12, 12 post2 1847, 7536 6669 7074 -0.08 6869
E8, 12
a post2 1373, 5490
C2 E6, 12 m 743, 2971 1644 2230 0.44 1915
E10, 12 m 1373, 5490 3313 3773 0.19 3536
E8, 12 m 1149, 4594 2393 2628 0.14 2508
E3, 12 m 471, 1884 1121 1644 0.55 1358
E1,12 mw 336, 1346 922 982 0.09 952
E10,12 mw 1373, 5490 3350 3438 0.04 3394
E4, 12 mw 552, 2208 1298 1610 0.31 1446
E12, 12 mw 1847, 7536 4158 4033 -0.04 4095
E8, 12 mw 942, 3768 2372 2609 0.14 2488
E8, 1031 mw 942, 3768 2369 3578 0.60 2911
E4, 12
b mws 552, 2208 1448 1948 0.42 1679
Conditions are abbreviated by the electrode number followed by the pulse rate of the electric pulse train. “Time” refers to when the measures were obtained;
abbreviations are described in the legend to Table 2. “Post2” refers to measurements obtained approximately 3 months after the end of the “mp3” arm of the study.
Range 1 shows minimum and maximum starting acoustic frequencies in the lower range; range 2 was always 0.86 oct higher except for electrode 12 when it was
0.4 oct higher. PSE is the point of subjective equality, shown separately for the two ranges; and the difference between these values, in octaves, is given in the next
column. Matches where this difference was less than half the range difference (i.e., 0.43 oct) are shown in bold. The last column shows the (geometric) mean PSE
aTesting for this condition was stopped after one run for each range because the subject complained that the sound quality in the two ears was too different
bThis condition was initially interleaved with measures on electrode 14. However, for that electrode one of the adaptive tracks requested a higher frequency than
was available, so we switched after two runs to electrode 12, for which the same problem occurred. We therefore report only data for electrode 4
634 CARLYON ET AL.: Acoustic-Electric Pitch Matchesresults of the second scan showing that electrode 16
was close to the edge of the cochlea
2.
For all subjects, the matches generally fall within
half an octave of the Greenwood and Leiden pre-
dictions. Importantly, there is no evidence of the
trend, reported by Boëx et al. (2006) and by Dorman
etal.(2007),formatchestofallbetween1and2octaves
below the predictions of Greenwood’s model. Indeed,
the fact that a deviation from those predictions promp-
ted a second scan for subject C1, and that the results
then matched that prediction, is further evidence both
for the reliability of our matches and for the validity of
the Greenwood and Leiden fits.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Problems in comparing between two ears
We have reported several instances where the pitch
matches obtained between the two ears are strongly
influenced by non-sensory biases. The fact that such
biases can occur not only for implant patients but also
(as shown in the Appendix) in NH listeners suggest
that this is not likely to be specific to the particular
CI users or to the stimuli used in experiment 1.
Instead, we argue that non-sensory factors are likely
to prove a ubiquitous problem when interpreting
studies that require subjects to judge the pitches of
stimuli that are likely to differ on other perceptual
dimensions.
Although our study is the first to check formally for
range biases, it is likely that non-sensory factors of
some sort influenced the results of other studies. For
example, Vermeire et al (2008) plotted not only the
average matches between acoustic and electric
stimuli, obtained using their magnitude estimation
method, but also the results of individual matches.
These could, strikingly, vary by several octaves for a
given electrode and subject. This sizeable variation
2 The possibility that the electrode array may have slipped was
suggested by Prof. Hugh McDermott. Another interesting point is
that a pitch adjustment to a 1,031-pps pulse train on electrode 3,
made at the start of the tinnitus study (time “pre”, Table 2)—close
to the time of the first CT scan and prior to the elevation in
thresholds and impedance for electrode 16—was 804 Hz. This was
close to the prediction of 771 Hz based on that first scan.
It is improbable that a similar slip could have occurred for
subject C2 because her electrodes 15 and 16 were already close to
the edge of the cochlea, and so any further slip would have been
noticed from a change in thresholds and impedances for those and
neighboring electrodes.
FIG. 3. Changes in matched frequencies over time. The different
methods are shown by different symbols, as illustrated by the key in the
bottom right of the Figure. The abbreviations used for the different time
points are as follows: Pre at the start of the tinnitus study, prior to any
microphone or mp3 input; m after listening through mp3 player via
auxiliaryinput,wwashoutperiod(speechprocessorremoved),sspeech
mode (microphone activated). Post after all stages of the tinnitus study,
and after some additional period of listening in “speech” mode (i.e.,
through the microphone input). "Post2", "Post3" and "Post4" refer to
sessions run 3, 6, and 12 months after the end of the mp3 phase.
CARLYON ET AL.: Acoustic-Electric Pitch Matches 635could simply arise from stimulation of an electrode
yielding an ill-defined pitch. Alternatively, or addition-
ally, pitch estimates for a given stimulus could be
influenced by the stimuli presented shortly before it
(“sequential bias”: Poulton 1979); as stimuli were
presented in a random order, the stimuli presented
immediately before any given pure tone or pulse train
would vary from block to block. This issue is addressed
further in the Appendix. Substantial variability, of up to
an octave, was also observed across and within sessions
by Reiss et al (2007).
It is also possible that the range biases observed
here may have introduced a systematic bias in previous
estimates of pitch matches between electric and
acoustic stimuli. When the patient has residual hear-
ing only at low frequencies, one is obliged to present
acoustic stimuli in that restricted audible range.
Because the range of acoustic stimuli can affect the
match obtained, this factor may partly or wholly be
responsible for the observation that, with such
patients, the obtained matches often fall below those
predicted by Greenwood’s( 1990) function (Blamey et
al. 1996; Boëx et al. 2006; Dorman et al. 2007). An
exception to this finding was reported by McDermott
et al (2009), who found matches close to those
predicted by a cochlear model in five patients who, as
in the present study, had not worn their CI in everyday
life prior to testing. Those matches were also higher
than obtained from subjects who had worn their device
for some time, a finding tentatively attributed to
acclimatization effects. Indeed, McDermott et al’ s
results are consistent with our findings that the matches
obtained with recently-implanted patients match the
predictions of Greenwood’s model. However, as with all
previous studies, we would recommend caution when
interpreting results obtained in the absence of checks
for non-sensory biases.
Effect of stimulus type and experimental methods
on reliability of matches
Stimulus type
In a few cases, we were able to use the same method
for a given electrode and subject, using more than
one type of stimulus. There is some evidence that, at
least for the 12-pps stimuli, matches were more
reliable than for 1,031-pps pulse trains vs. pure tones.
Pitch matches obtained with subject C1 on electrodes
b FIG. 4. The dashed line in each panel shows the predicted (center)
frequency corresponding to each electrode for a given subject,
according the formula proposed by Greenwood (1990). Dotted lines
show ±0.5 octaves re this prediction. The solid line shows the
predictions of the Leiden model. For subject C2, the thick gray line
shows predictions based on Greenwood’s formula for the first of the
two scans obtained (see text for details), with the other lines showing
predictions based on the second scan. Insertion angles, using the
reference point described in the Methods section, are shown on the top
of each plot. Where more than one reliable match was obtained for a
given electrode, the geometric mean is shown by a solid square; in this
case, the error bars show the 95% confidence limits estimated from the
PSEs obtained with the individual measures. Where only one reliable
match was obtained, the PSE is shown by an open symbol,w i t ht h e
shape of the symbol reflecting the method used (see key). In this case, and
for the constant-stimuli and interleaved adaptive procedures, the error
bars span the distance from the PSE obtained with the lower range to that
obtained with the higher range. For the pitch-matching procedure, it
spans the 95% confidence limits around the average match. Where
error bars are not visible they are smaller than the symbols.
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between starting and matched frequencies for 12-pps
pulse trains than for 1,031-pps/pure tones. The same
subject also showed slightly smaller range effects using
the interleaved adaptive procedure for 12-pps than
for 1,031-pps/pure tone stimuli, although in this
case the difference was small. Finally, subject C2
showed a large difference in the same direction
using interleaved adaptive procedures and electrode
8 (Table 4). We should note, however, that these two
stimuli were directly compared for only a few
subjects and electrodes, and so our conclusions as
to the overall superiority of the 12-pps stimuli
remain tentative. It is, however, certainly the case
that one can reduce bias for a given condition and
electrode by switching to a different stimulus type,
and that we have never encountered a situation
where the 12-pps stimuli produce larger range
effects than another stimulus.
Experimental method
In previous articles, the first author has observed that,
when comparing two electrical stimuli, it is easier to
obtain reliable matches using the method of constant
stimuli than allowing the subject to adjust one
stimulus in order to obtain a match (Carlyon et al.
2002). This is probably because, at the end of a pitch-
adjustment procedure, the stimuli should have very
similar pitches, but may differ in some other percep-
tual dimension. This can make it hard for the
inexperienced listener to focus on pitch. In contrast,
with the method of constant stimuli, pitch varies over
quite a wide range from presentation to presentation,
perhaps encouraging the subject to focus on that
dimension. Similarly, our interleaved adaptive proce-
dures converge on the 71% and 29% points of the
psychometric function, so that, even at the end of the
procedure, acoustic sounds with quite different
pitches are presented. We therefore prefer the latter
two methods to the former on theoretical grounds.
However, we should stress that we did not systemati-
cally compare the effectiveness of the different
methods, but rather tried different methods in an
attempt to reduce range biases and to obtain mean-
ingful data. Although there are more “unacceptable”
matches obtained using adjustment than for the other
procedures (compare Table 2 to Tables 3 and 4), this
could well be due to differences in the subjects tested
and stimuli used rather than to the procedures
themselves.
Variation across electrodes
The reliability of the matches obtained could differ
substantially across electrodes, even for the same
subject and stimulus type. One example comes from
patient B1, when adjusting the pitch of a pure tone to
that of a 1,031-pps electric pulse train: the correlation
between starting frequency and final match was only
−0.03 for electrode 9 but 0.86 for electrode 6. Perhaps
more strikingly, although subject C1 reliably obtained
consistent matches for 12-pps pulse trains on elec-
trode 1, using a variety of procedures (Fig. 3), an
attempt to obtain matches on electrode 6, using the
method of constant stimuli, resulted in substantial
range effects (Table 3). At present, we do not know
why some electrodes produce more reliable matches
than others, although differences in the pattern of
neural survival are one obvious possibility.
SUMMARY
1. We have reported pitch comparison data from four
patients having normal hearing in one ear and a CI
in the other. Three different techniques were used:
pitch adjustment, constant stimuli, and interleaved
adaptive procedures.
2. By introducing a number of checks, we showed that
allthreetechniquesaresubjecttonon-sensorybiases,
and argued that such biases may have influenced the
resultsofpreviousfindings.IntheAppendixwe show
thatsimilarbiasesoccurevenforNHlistenersandfor
other widely used procedures.
3. It is nevertheless possible to obtain reliable electric-
acoustic matches that are relatively free from range
biases, for a subset of CI subjects and conditions.
Those matches do not deviate consistently from
the predictions of Greenwood’s( 1990) function
and of a cochlear model.
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Rationale
Experiment 1 showed that electro-acoustic matches
were subject to non-sensory biases. It is important
to know whether such biases were specific to our
subjects—who, for example, had tinnitus that might
have rendered pitch matches more difficult—or to the
specific procedures used. This additional experiment
therefore studied the effect of one non-sensory bias—
the“range”bias—inNHsubjects,usingtwoprocedures:
1. The magnitude estimation procedure has been
used in two studies involving electric-acoustic pitch
comparisons (Vermeire et al. 2008; McDermott et
al. 2009), including the only one to test patients
with normal hearing in the unimplanted ear.
Subjects assign numbers to the pitches of acoustic
and electric stimuli, with electric and acoustic
stimuli that are assigned the same number being
deemed to have the same pitch.
2. The “Midpoint Comparison Procedure” (Long et
al. 2005) procedure requires the subject to make
comparisons betweens pairs of stimuli, and places
the entire stimulus set in a ranked order. As with
magnitude estimation, it does not involve subjects
comparing an arbitrary range of acoustic stimuli to
a single electrode, but, by using forced-choice
comparisons, overcomes some of the biases inherent
in the assignment of numbers to sensations.
Method
Stimuli consisted of pure tones and one third octave-
band noises, generated digitally at a sampling rate of
44 100 Hz, played out of a VideoLogic Sonic Fury
sound card attached to a computer and attenuated
(Tucker-Davis Technologies, Model PA4). Noise bands
were generated by summing a large number of
harmonics (1-Hz spacing) in random phase. The
stimulus duration was always 500 ms, including 20-ms
linear ramps. The levels of the tones were determined
as in experiment 1, using the loudness model of
Moore and Glasberg (1996), and the levels of the
noises were adjusted to have the same RMS as that of
the tones for a given frequency. The sound pressure
level at 1,000 Hz was 60 dB SPL. The tones were
always presented to the left ear and the noises were
presented to the right ear. Six normal-hearing subjects
listened individually in a double-walled sound-insulat-
ing room through a Sennheiser HD650 headset.
Magnitude estimation
Each subject was tested on two conditions, on three
separate days, using an ABA design, with the con-
dition that was performed twice split equally between
the six subjects. In both conditions, each block
consisted of eight tones and eight noises presented
in random order, five times each, giving a total of 80
presentations. The eight tones had frequencies that
were logarithmically spaced between 375 and
3,000 Hz. After each presentation the subject was
required to assign a number, of between zero and 100,
to the pitch. At least eight such blocks were run in each
session, yielding at least 40 estimates per sound. The
conditionsdifferedinwhetherthecenterfrequenciesof
the noise bands ranged from 125-1,000 Hz (“range 1”)
or from 1,000-8,000 Hz (“range 2”). As in previous
studies (Vermeire et al. 2008; McDermott et al. 2009),
two stimuli that were assigned the same number were
deemed to have the same matched pitch. Prior to this
stage of the experiment, all stimuli were presented four
times (in ascending and descending order) so as to give
the subject an idea of the range of pitches that s/he
would hear. Subjects were also encouraged to use the
whole range of numbers in every session.
Midpoint comparison procedure
In this part of the experiment, the same subjects were
tested on two additional sessions. The magnitude
estimation task was replaced with the midpoint
comparison procedure, which has been described in
detail elsewhere (Long et al. 2005). Briefly, it consists
of a series of forced—choice judgements between
pairs of sounds, with the decision as to which two
sounds to compare on each trial being driven by the
results of previous trials, using an algorithm that
arrives at a rank order for the whole set using as few
comparisons as possible. Typically, 16 sounds can be
rank-ordered using only about 40 comparisons. How-
ever, because subjects sometimes make errors, we
repeated each procedure 25 times, allowing us to
derive a mean and standard error for each rank.
Results
The plots to the left of Figure 5a shows the magnitude
estimation results obtained in the first two sessions for
one representative subject. Data obtained when the
noises were in range 1 are shown on the top and those
for range 2 are shown on the bottom; recall that the
order in which these datasets were obtained differed
across subjects. Recall also that, although data are
shown separately for noises (open symbols) and tones
(filled symbols), these two types of stimulus were
always mixed within each block
It is clear that the results obtained depended on
the range used for the noises. When the noises were
in range 1 (top graphs), the curve for the noises
(open symbols) falls to the left of that for the tones
638 CARLYON ET AL.: Acoustic-Electric Pitch Matches(filled symbols). In other words, when a tone and a
noise are assigned the same number, the noise usually
has a lower frequency than the tone. However, just the
opposite finding occurs when the noises are in range
2. In other words, a range bias is observed using this
procedure, consistent with subjects scaling the two
types of sound independently. These data also show
evidence for the centering bias (Poulton 1979), in
w h i c hs u b j e c t su s et h ee n t i r er a n g eo fn u m b e r s
available; this caused subject S2 to assign a lower
number to the lowest-frequency tone when presented
in the context of “Range 2” noises—in which case it
was the lowest-frequency stimulus in the block—than
when presented with “Range 1” noises. Evidence for
the contraction bias (Poulton 1979), whereby num-
bers close to 50 are assigned for all stimuli, is shown by
the data for another subject, shown to the right of
Figure 5A.
To illustrate the size of the range bias for each
subject, we obtained, from the magnitude estimation
functions, the pure-tone frequency that was judged to
have the same numerical pitch value as the 1,000-Hz
noise, both when that noise was presented as part of
range 1 and when it was presented as part of range 2.
(The 1,000-Hz noise was the only one that was
included in both ranges). These data were then
plotted using solid symbols in Figure 5B, with the
“range 1” matches on the abscissa and the corre-
sponding “range 2” matches on the ordinate. The solid
diagonal line shows the prediction for no bias, and the
dashed lines show the predictions for biases of 1 and
2 octaves. It can be seen thatthe bias rangesin size from
about 0.25 to about 2 octaves, across subjects.
The range biases obtained by the MPC procedure
are shown for each subject by the open symbols in
Figure 5B. These biases are generally similar to those
obtained with the magnitude estimation procedure.
One difference (not shown in the summary data) is that
no contraction or centering bias could occur, because
the procedure involved forced-choice comparisons
rather than number assignment. Part c shows that,
although subjects showed different range effects, the
matches obtained in the first and third sessions of the
magnitude-estimation experiment (which used the
sameranges)wereconsistent.Thisisimportant,because
it suggests that the repeatability of a measurement is no
guarantee that it is free from non-sensory biases.
Overall, our results show that the magnitude
estimation and MPC procedures show range biases
of about the same magnitude. We have also obtained
measurements with four NH subjects, similar to those
obtained here, but using the method of constant
stimuli, and have also observed substantial biases. The
main difference between the procedures appears to
FIG. 5. Part A shows results obtained from the first two sessions for
two of the normal-hearing subject participating in the magnitude-
estimation experiment. Functions are shown separately for tones and
noises,eventhoughtheywerealwaysmixedwithineachblock.Thetop
and bottom rows show data obtained with the noises in the lower and
upper ranges, respectively. The filled symbols in part B show the
estimatedfrequencyforeachtone,correspondingtoanoisecenteredon
1,000Hz,whenthenoiseswereintheupperrange,versustheestimated
frequencywhenthenoisewasinthelowerrange.Dataareshownforall
subjects, using different symbols for each one; the open symbols show
the same comparison for the midpoint comparison procedure. Part C
shows the frequency of a pure tone assigned the same number as the
1,000-Hz noise in sessions 1 (abscissa) and 3 (ordinate), during which
the noise center frequencies were in the same range.
b
CARLYON ET AL.: Acoustic-Electric Pitch Matches 639be that magnitude estimation is prone to additional
biases—such as the contraction and centering biases—
that are specific to subjects’ use of numbers, and which
do not occur for the MPC procedure or for the method
of constant stimuli.
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